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"Go to hell.""I'm already there, babe."Two years after his fiancÃ©e was shot and killed by crossfire
during a skirmish involving his MC, Dominick Fiarelli has sworn off love. Women are just a means to
an end â€“ nothing more, nothing less. He planned on keeping it that way forever. But then Kara
showed up."He's trying to take everything from me.""Over my dead body."Kara Vance just wants to
raise her daughter in peace. But then her abusive ex-husband shows up at the diner where she
works, spewing threats and laying his hands on her. It's a flashback to the life she's been trying
desperately to flee. Just when she thinks the scumbag is going to beat her senseless, a man she's
never seen before swoops in to the rescue.That's when everything changed.It started with a
bang.Dom hears a violent commotion from the back of the diner and goes to investigate. When he
sees a slimy bastard in an expensive suit about to hit a defenseless waitress, he stops him in his
tracks. The man utters a threat before leaving, but Dom couldn't care less. He's locked in on the girl.
The fire between them builds and he knows they're venturing into dangerous territory.Kara feels it,
too, but her life is fraught with danger. The last thing she needs is this dark, mysterious man adding
more drama to the mess. She tries to push him away, but he sees right through her. Before she
knows it, they're kissing, holding, bitingâ€¦ and that's just the beginning. But her ex isn't done with
just yet. If Kara isn't careful, the life she's built may be gone in a flash."Screw the pursuit of
happiness," Dom told her. "The only thing I want is YOU."PURSUIT is a full-length, standalone
romance novel with steamy hot sex, strong language, a happily every after ending, and NO
CLIFFHANGERS. Contains dark and disturbing themes, and over-the-top sexiness that may be
uncomfortable for some readers. Perfect for fans of Sam Crescent, Jenika Snow, L Wilder, Sabrina
Paige, Lauren Landish, Vanessa Waltz, Jordan Marie, and Nicole Snow.
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This is the first book I've read by this author and I thoroughly enjoyed it. I liked that Cora Black took
the time taken to develop the characters and give them depth. That made this book feel more
authentic than some other MC stories.After finally getting the courage and strength to leave an
abusive husband, Kara is trying to start over the best she can for herself and her little girl. But when
her ex forces his way back into her life she finds solace in the least likely of places.The last thing on
Dom's mind is playing house with a young mother and her daughter, however when he sees Kara's
ex-husband bullying her he knows he has to step in. He never intended to force his way in and take
over their lives but that is exactly what happens. For the first time since his fiancee died in his arms,
Dom is starting to feel like he could love again.I would definitely recommend this book and I look
forward to reading more from this author.

I received a copy for an ARC review.This book was kinda deep touching up on issues of abuse.
Emma and Domain were both a little pained and damaged.I liked that it wasn't installment, but it
slowly came about. He's strong and he comes to love her and her daughter.They both felt a bit
unlovable and undeserving but they completed each other. I absolutely loved it.

I'm not a huge MC club book reader but the plot seemed interesting to me. Kara left her abusive
husband and took her child with her. So, when she's working one night and her ex comes back and
threatens her, Dom, a customer steps in to help.This sort of felt like a cross between the movie
Enough and the show Sons of Anarchy.I feel like Dom and Kara just sort of happened. I was hoping
for more of a build up. I felt like this had everything but it played out too slow and too fast all at the
same time. I know that probably makes no sense but it's how I felt.

Firsts time reader of Cora black. Characters as a group ex c tied me. Figured they all had promise

of depth and excitement. All we got was wishy washy jerks. The fem a learning support characters
had more spunk.

I really enjoyed the book.the story kept me interested to see what happened next.I'm really happy
that Kara had someone to finally save her and show her the proper way to be loved.I'm glad it
showed that all mc are not gangs and evil people

An MC book with a difference....the characters are well rounded and have more depth than I've
found to be normal in this genre.Dominick and Kara worked well together despite her early
misgivings and the interference of her mother.The plot moved quickly and involved abusive exes, a
change of leadership in the MC and supporting characters who deserve their own stories.The only
character that I felt was unrealistic was the daughter.....she spoke and behaved as much older than
her stated age of three.I enjoyed the story and look forward to more in the series.I received an ARC
from the author and promised an honest review.

I received an ARC of Pursuit from the author in exchange for a fair and honest review.This is the
first book that I've read by Cora Black and I hope it won't be the last. This story hit home for me I
had a friend that was killed form marriage that her husband that loved her to death. Truly enjoyed
reading this story, love a MC that have strong alpha men and not afraid to go after the woman they
love. Emma was to cute for word. Dom and Kara chemistry. I understand why Kara was so nasty to
Dom she never had a good man ,she done what everybody has been guilty of judging a book by it
cover. I really hope that Ms. Black writes a book on Emma I love how to she Dom handles her
dating.

I have read a good number of mc books and so far, this is one of the best mc books so far. There is
an actual story with a plot and characters (I know, right?). Aside from the tale of book, its a great
story that needs to be talked about more. Spouse Abuse is REAL. And the way the book unfolds is
VERY real. It took me back 18yrs ago when I was too scared to stand up for myself. Giving courage
to the main character for what she does, oooohhh man it gives me such great hope that more
girls/ladies will do the same. So thank you Cara Black for letting (encouraging) women know its OK
to stand up and protect yourself and !oved ones. Awesome job and a GREAT read!!!! A few "typos"
but nothing that makes you stop to think about what the sentence is.
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